1. The South West of Scotland Transport
Partnership Area
The SWestrans area is contiguous with the boundary of Dumfries and Galloway Council,
situated in the southwest corner of Scotland. It is the country’s third largest region by
landmass, covering some 2,380 square miles, stretching in an east-west direction from
Langholm to Stranraer. The SWestrans area borders the SPT and the SEStran partnership areas.
The North West of England and Northern Ireland are also near neighbours.
The largest population centre is Dumfries, with some 37,000 of the region’s 147,000 residents.
The next main towns are Stranraer (11,000 population) and Annan (8,900) with a further 10
settlements ranging in size between 4,000 and 2,000 population. There are about 60 people
for every square mile, which is significantly lower than the Scottish Average of 168, and this
reflects the region’s sparsely populated rural areas. The region faces many complex issues, of
which transport is one.
There are some 2,900 miles of road which includes the A74(M) motorway and the A75
Euroroute. The important Irish Sea Ferry Ports in the west of the region link Scotland with
Ireland and there are regular sailings between Stranraer/Cairnryan and Belfast/Larne. There
are seven railway stations in Dumfries and Galloway with main stations at Dumfries and
Stranraer and at Lockerbie (on the West Coast Main Line). There is an extensive bus network
covering the region.
The National Planning Framework recognises that the local economy is dependent on
livestock farming, forestry, tourism, manufacturing, engineering and food processing, with a
growing strength in the renewable energy sector.
There are a number of key locations in the region including Dumfries, Stranraer, the Loch
Ryan Ferry Ports, the Gretna/Lockerbie/Annan triangle and various remote rural communities.
The establishment of SWestrans enables better integration between transport policy and
health. Health services are significant generators of transport demand, particularly in rural
areas, and access to healthcare together with active travel are important issues for the region.
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Transport has a significant impact on employment, particularly in a peripheral rural area such
as Dumfries and Galloway where there are skills shortages, low average incomes, an aging
and reducing labour pool and problems with mobility and travel to work.
Transport issues highlighted include:
•

Transport infrastructure is relatively poor as not all settlements are served by the rail
network and bus services only cover specific routes and can be infrequent;

•

The costs associated with transport, especially public transport, can be prohibitive to those
seeking employment;

•

If the location of available jobs is such that access to a car is essential then this excludes
many people;

•
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Job opportunities involving shift working make it difficult to rely on public transport.

2. Roles and Responsibilities

During the parliamentary process for the Transport (Scotland) Act 2005, key partner
organisations in Dumfries and Galloway successfully lobbied for the creation of a separate
Regional Transport Partnership for the region. The creation of SWestrans therefore gives
Dumfries and Galloway substantial powers over transport, and recognises the complex nature
of the region’s external connections to the SPT and SEStran partnership areas, North of
England, and Northern Ireland.
Under the provisions of the Act, the following transport functions have been transferred from
Dumfries and Galloway Council to the new South West of Scotland Transport Partnership:
•

Formulation, consultation and publishing of policies;

•

Promotion of passenger transport services;

•

Procurement, management and administration of service subsidy agreements;

•

Management and administration of concessionary travel schemes;

•

Quality Partnership schemes;

•

Ticketing schemes;

•

Provision of information.

The South West of Scotland Transport Partnership Board consists of the following Members:
•

Councillor Brian Collins (Chair);

•

Jeff Ace, NHS Dumfries and Galloway (Vice Chair);

•

Councillor James Dempster;

•

Councillor Roger Grant;

•

Councillor Sandra McDowall;

•

Councillor William Scobie;

•

Representative from Scottish Enterprise.
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The following representatives/individuals have been appointed as Observers to the Board:
•

Gavin Scott, Freight Transport Association;

•

John Dougan, Forestry Commission, Scotland;

•

John Taylor, Cyclists Touring Club, Dumfries and Galloway Access Forum;

•

Wendy McLeod, The Crichton Trust;

•

George Connell, Stagecoach Scotland;

•

John Lauder, Sustrans Scotland;

•

Ron McAulay, Network Rail;

•

June Hay, Accessible Transport Forum;

•

Erl Wilkie MBE, Cycling Scotland;

•

John Yellowlees, First Scotrail;

•

Graham Nicol, Dumfries and Galloway Economic Forum;

•

Graham Whiteley, Cumbria County Council;

•

Alan Gordon, Stena Line;

•

Inspector Gordon McKnight, Dumfries and Galloway Constabulary;

•

Davie Clark, Dumfries and Galloway Fire and Rescue Service;

•

Jim Godfrey, Dumfries and Galloway College;

•

Martin Tilstone, UPF, Pinneys of Scotland;

•

Jim McLean, P&O;

•

Gordon Hill, Glenkens Transport Association;

•

Ian McLatchie, Dumfries and Galloway Area Tourism Partnership;

•

John Schofield, Living Streets  (The Pedestrians Association);

•

Hugh McCreadie, Lochside Community Council;

•

William Rogerson;

•

David Anderson;

•

Simon Armstrong, Timber Transport Forum;

•

Dr Morven Easton, The Crichton University Campus;

•

Allan McLean, Virgin Trains.

The Scottish Government has made funding available to SWestrans for Travel Planning. The
main aim is to encourage large public sector organisations to promote more sustainable
transport choices.
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The Act also allows SWestrans to share responsibilities with Dumfries and Galloway Council
in what is known as a “concurrent powers” arrangement. Interventions that could be
undertaken on this basis in future include those where the Council and SWestrans share
responsibility, such as promotion of Traffic Regulation Orders to introduce bus priority
measures on the Council’s roads. Other passenger transport functions, notably schools
transport, will remain the responsibility of Dumfries and Galloway Council. All passenger
transport will continue to be delivered in an integrated fashion to ensure economies of scale
and value for money through close partnership working between the Council and SWestrans.
Dumfries and Galloway Council remains responsible for the management and maintenance
of the local public road network in the region. Transport Scotland is responsible for the
management and maintenance of the Trunk Road Network, and also for the management
and development of the railway network in partnership with the infrastructure owner,
Network Rail.
A review of the current Local Transport Strategy (LTS) has been carried out by Dumfries and
Galloway Council. An updated draft LTS is programmed to go out to consultation by April
2009 with responses sought by the end of August 2009. It is intended that SWestrans will assist
the Council with the development of its LTS.
The LTS will take its lead from the RTS, and from national policies on transport, planning and
related areas. The LTS, which will focus on the implementation of specific schemes at the
community level, will be developed after the RTS is in place. A number of responses received
as part of the RTS Public Consultation relate to local issues and it is intended that these will be
addressed through the LTS.
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3. Transport Provision in the South West of
Scotland
The RTS has been developed to enhance the existing level of transport provision and
encourage more sustainable transport solutions in Dumfries and Galloway in order that
the region can prosper whilst making real its vision of being “The Natural Place to Live”.
This section summarises the level and quality of transport infrastructure and services in the
SWestrans area.

3.1 Trunk Roads
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Road transport in the region is a complex mixture of internal connections and major strategic
through corridors; the A74(M) linking Scotland and England; the A77 and A75 linking
Northern Ireland with the central belt and northern England respectively, and the A76 to
Ayrshire and A7 to the Scottish Borders.
Good Trunk Road links are important to facilitate effective distribution of goods and services,
and to maintain Dumfries and Galloway’s position as an attractive location for companies
to invest and create jobs. At present, the region has a high proportion of all-purpose, single
carriageway Trunk Roads. Although there has been significant investment in many routes
over recent years, there remains significant room for improvement in the overall quality of
service offered by the Trunk Road network, especially compared to competing locations. An
examination of casualties by road reveals that during the three year period 2004 to 2006, 40%
of all road traffic crash casualties within Dumfries and Galloway occurred on Trunk Roads.
SWestrans will encourage the Scottish Executive to continue investment in the region’s Trunk
Road network, through the provision of increased lengths of dual carriageway, dedicated
overtaking opportunities and other improvements targeted at improved safety and reliability.
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A74(M)
The A74(M) is the main Scotland
to England trunk road, the
Scottish section of which was
upgraded to full motorway
status by 1999. The Highways
Agency scheme to complete
the missing ‘Cumberland Gap’
from the border to Carlisle is
currently under construction,
with a programmed opening
in winter 2008. A key strategic
regional issue is the quality of the
connection from Dumfries to the
A74(M), which also forms part of a longer strategic national link to Edinburgh, Rosyth and
the North East of Scotland. Alternative road-based possibilities for improving this link include
upgrading the existing A701 or the A709 corridor from Dumfries to Lockerbie. An alternative
is improvement to a section of the A75 Trunk Road between Dumfries and Gretna, although
this route does not improve connections from Dumfries to the central belt.
More generally, the South West suffers from poor connections north east from the A74(M)
towards Edinburgh and the Forth Road Bridge. Improving this connection will not only
require investment in the road network in Dumfries and Galloway, but also in the SESTRAN
partnership area, most probably along the route of the previously proposed M6 to M8
Fastlink, last assessed in the 1999 Strategic Roads Review. SWestrans is working with the
Scottish Government and Transport Scotland to ensure that opportunities for upgrading of
this corridor are fully explored as part of the Strategic Transport Projects Review.

A75
The A75 Euroroute is a highly
strategic road not only in regional
but also in Scottish, UK and
European terms. It is the only
Scottish Trunk Road to feature
in the prestigious ESSEN 14
programme as part of the IrelandUK-Benelux Road Upgrading
Project. The A75 links the ports at
Loch Ryan (and hence Northern
Ireland and the Republic Of
Ireland) with markets in Great
Britain and continental Europe
and is also used as a tourist route. Maintaining Stranraer / Cairnryan as a competitive port is
critical for the local economy, since port activity supports a large number of jobs.
The former Scottish Executive published a Route Action Plan for the A75 in March 2000.
Six schemes have been developed from the Route Action Plan, three of which have been
constructed at Planting End (west of Dunragit), at Newton Stewart and at Barfil (east of
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Crocketford). The other three schemes which are being progressed by Transport Scotland are
a bypass for Dunragit, and overtaking improvements between Cairntop and Barlae (east of
Glenluce) and at Hardgrove (east of Dumfries).
In recent years, Dumfries and Galloway Council and its partners in the North Channel
Partnership (a grouping of transport and economic interests on both sides of the Irish
Sea which now includes SWestrans and its neighbouring RTP, Strathclyde Partnership for
Transport (SPT) as member organisations), has sought targeted improvements to the route,
such as the Springholm / Crocketford bypasses, improved overtaking opportunities and other
enhancements commensurate with the A75’s strategic role. Tackling the conflict between
strategic and local traffic around Dumfries is also an increasingly apparent operational issue.
Addressing the A75’s constraints will be essential if its Trans European Network Status (ESSEN
14) is to be sustained with further upgrades to the route essential to secure the efficient
distribution of goods across the region, and also to underpin Stena Line’s consideration of a
major harbour development at Cairnryan and the Stranraer Waterfront.
The need for improved landside links to Scottish Ports was a main theme to emerge from the
former Scottish Executive’s Ports Policy review consultation. It is therefore important that the
needs of the Ports sector are addressed in prioritising road enhancements through the Scottish
Government’s investment programme.

A76
The Scottish Office published a Route Action Plan for the A76 in October 1996. Only one
of the six major improvements outlined in this Plan, at Crossroads near Kilmarnock, has
been implemented to date. An improvement scheme at Glenairlie (south of Sanquhar), has
commenced and a further scheme is being developed by Transport Scotland.
The route is critical to several fragile communities in Upper Nithsdale, and provides the
region’s main link to central Ayrshire and Prestwick Airport. Although of similar function
and traffic intensity to many trunk routes in rural Scotland, the A76 remains one of the least
improved of these roads.

A77
The former Scottish Executive has not published the Route Action Plan prepared for the A77,
although five individual improvement schemes are now being progressed. Whilst the A77 is a
strategic trade route linking Scotland with Northern Ireland, it attracts little traffic travelling
to or via England. At present the road is slow south of the dualled / motorway sections in
Ayrshire.
The North Channel Partnership, which includes SWestrans, SPT and South Ayrshire Council has
aspirations to improve the road (including a by-pass for Maybole and other settlements) and
improved overtaking opportunities or full dualling.
In the all Scotland context the role of A77 in providing a strategic link between Loch Ryan
and Rosyth should be fully recognised. Indeed, the government of the Republic of Ireland
highlights this route’s strategic importance given the increasing congestion noted on the
English motorway network and ports. The concept of a land bridge corridor from south west
to east central Scotland therefore becomes increasingly apparent in this context.
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As for the A75, upgrades to the A77 trunk road are also essential for distribution of goods and
also to underpin proposed developments at Cairnryan and Stranraer Waterfront. Two schemes
are at the construction stage on A77 in South Ayrshire, at Glen App, north of Cairnryan. Five
other schemes are being developed by Transport Scotland. Four of these are in South Ayrshire
and one in Dumfries and Galloway (south of Cairnryan).

A7
Although only running through the region for a short distance, the A7 remains an important
access route for communities in the east of Dumfries and Galloway. In light of current
Scottish Government investment priorities, major improvements on the A7 appear unlikely;
nevertheless, the route is of modest standard and could benefit in safety and efficiency terms
from targeted improvements, including a bypass for Langholm. An improvement scheme
at Auchenrivock (south of Langholm) , is currently being progressed on site by Transport
Scotland.

A701
The A701 links Dumfries and the A74(M) at Beattock, providing the shortest link between
Dumfries and Central Scotland. It has experienced a similar growth in traffic to other trunk
roads in the area, particularly involving lorry movements. The road has been improved where
necessary in the recent past and its operation and safety record is satisfactory. However, there
is still a case to be made for a more modern, high quality road link from Dumfries to the
national motorway network, and so the future of the A701, as the A709, should be seen in
this context.

3.2 Local Roads
As a large rural region, Dumfries and Galloway
is dependent on an extensive network of
local roads. The real value of Dumfries and
Galloway Council’s network and associated
infrastructure lies in its delivery of the essential
services that provide the foundation upon
which economically healthy, prosperous and
safe communities are built. These routes act
as local accesses and feeders to the trunk road
network. They also sustain important economic
activity, such as the timber sector.
There are sections of the local road network with constraints on the weight and height of
vehicles and lengths where it is difficult to operate two-way movement. In some instances
this causes difficulties for goods vehicles and buses. The network is spread thinly and on some
occasions communities are served by only one road.
With such a diffuse road network, maintenance and incremental improvement of critical
constraints such as restrictive width and weight standards are likely to form the core of a
future investment programme for the network. Although modest in terms of the scope of
individual schemes, a targeted programme of improvement for the local road network could
bring significant economic and other benefits, facilitating improved short journeys on which
many fragile communities depend, and facilitating better quality public transport links by bus.
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The West Coast Main Line (WCML) links Scotland with northwest England, the Midlands
and London. Dumfries and Galloway Council is a founder member of the West Coast 250
rail improvement lobby group. Whilst Dumfries and Galloway residents have benefited
from WCML enhancements, particularly with reduced journey times between Carlisle and
London, the Partnership would seek to achieve further benefits for local communities through
improved access to the line.
As part of the Cross Country refranchising, First TransPennine Express (FTPE) were asked by
the Department for Transport to bid to run the Manchester to Edinburgh/Glasgow portion of
the franchise. FTPE were successful in their application to run these services and commenced
operation on 9 December 2007. The effect of the changes in December 2008, means that FTPE
will provide the majority of the services at Lockerbie.
In considering the 2008 West Coast timetable in respect of trains to and from Lockerbie,
SWestrans highlighted the following in respect of the Department for Transport timetabling
consultation:
•

concern regarding the lack of early morning arrivals into Glasgow Central and Edinburgh
Waverley before 9am;

•

concern regarding the lack of evening trains to and from Glasgow and Edinburgh which
meant that there was a lack of opportunity for people to return by train from Glasgow
and Edinburgh after evening events and entertainments;

•

concern that there are significant gaps in the timetable;

•

there was a need for a developing service which met the needs of Lockerbie and the
surrounding area.
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Good connections between Dumfries via Lockerbie to Glasgow and Edinburgh are critical to
allow commuters and others to travel regularly to Scotland’s economic core. This would place
the region on a par with other areas of Scotland actively promoting this sort of long distance
connectivity as a means to retain key workers in local communities.
Dumfries and Galloway would like to play its part in a number of future national events,
including the Commonwealth Games (which is being progressed as a public transport games)
and good rail and bus links will be vital in this.
The 48 mile stretch between Lockerbie and Carstairs is the longest section of railway line in
Great Britain without an intermediate station and there would appear to be an opportunity
to address this situation.
There is also considerable potential to develop the Glasgow and South Western route (GSW)
from Carlisle to Kilmarnock and Glasgow. Constructed as a high quality passenger and freight
main line, the GSW could potentially improve linkage between the region and key locations
in England, central Scotland and Ayrshire, including Prestwick Airport. Significant investment
is required, however; the line is single track in many places. The existing line is used by heavy
freight (mainly coal) traffic, which is important economically, but which increases operating
costs and places further constraints on the development of faster and more frequent
passenger services. There is a need for improved access for all communities along the route.
SWestrans welcomes Network Rail’s investment of £35million to reinstate double track on the
Gretna to Annan section of the line (a project which is nearing completion) and will continue
to work with rail industry partners to achieve further improvements in the future.
The line doubling works between Annan and Gretna
and the revised 2008 West Coast timetable should allow
better integration and connections at Carlisle Railway
Station. SWestrans will work with its partners in the rail
industry to ensure that the full potential of this is met.
Other smaller schemes, such as the recently completed
new fully accessible footbridge at Lockerbie Railway
Station, can also make a real difference to the ease of
use of the network, and further improvements of this
kind will be explored.
SWestrans also welcomes First Scotrail’s refurbishment of the Class 156 rolling stock currently
used on the Dumfries and Stranraer Services and the provision of a car park extension at
Dumfries Station, as well as 24 hour CCTV at Lockerbie, and Annan Stations.
The Stranraer line fulfils a dual role connecting the town and the far south west to the rest of
Scotland and serving the rail-ferry connection between Scotland and Northern Ireland. Stena’s
move to new port facilities at Cairnryan will break the rail-sea link, however, the potential
reduction in patronage could be balanced by re-adjustment of the timetable to encourage
better usage by local residents in Stranraer itself. There will however be a need to retain a
linkage to new timetables associated with ferry times from the Cairnryan new port facility and
the progression of the proposed Stranraer Public Transport Interchange which is being taken
forward as part of the Rhins renewal programme.
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A study developed in partnership by SWestrans SPT, Passenger Focus and Transform Scotland,
into the Ayr to Stranraer highlights opportunities for the line.
In its work leading up to the publication of Scotland’s Railways, the new rail strategy for
Scotland, the former Scottish Executive identified a number of important issues affecting the
network in the South West. As well as promoting improvements in journey times, the quality
of rolling stock and passenger information across the network as a whole, the Executive
highlighted the importance of the Glasgow and South Western route as a strategic freight
corridor, and also the importance of the West Coast Main Line for strategic connections
to England. In the short term, the Executive identified the need to work closely with the
Department for Transport to ensure that the restructured Cross Country and TransPennine
franchises serve the needs of Scotland. SWestrans are keen to assist the Scottish Government
on this. Although fast end to end journey times between Glasgow/Edinburgh and English
cities is fundamental to the success of the line, there is a need for a balanced stopping pattern
at intermediate stations such as Lockerbie (one of a limited number of Scottish stations on the
line).
In the longer term, there remains further potential to significantly enhance the quality of
the rail network across the region. Scotland’s Railways notes how electrification might bring
significant enhancement to journey times across the Scottish rail network, whilst also reducing
carbon emissions especially as new technologies such as regenerative braking become
commonplace. Whilst such investment will first be directed to the more intensively trafficked
routes in central Scotland, SWestrans believes that electrification of the rail routes in Dumfries
and Galloway could provide significant benefits to both freight and passenger services into
and through the region.
The level of fares is a further issue affecting usage of the railway in the South West. As
a rural network, operating a ‘lifeline’ service to several fragile communities, accessibility
to education, jobs, healthcare and other services in many of Dumfries and Galloway’s
communities (especially in the Nith Valley) is significantly affected by the cost of taking the
train. SWestrans will work with Transport Scotland and First Scotrail the franchise holder
to explore ways of making rail travel as financially accessible as possible. SWestrans is
encouraged by the statement in Scotland’s Railways that the fares policy is currently being
reviewed and that a new policy will be developed which encourages modal shift to rail.

3.4 Bus
As a largely rural region, the majority of local
bus services in Dumfries and Galloway are not
commercially viable and a high proportion of
local bus services are currently procured by
Dumfries and Galloway Council/SWestrans, at
a cost of some £3.5 million per annum. There
is a well developed network of bus services
comprising both conventional and demand
responsive operations, generating 6 million local
passenger journeys per annum across the local
network. 98% of these journeys are internal to the region, and around 2% are made outwith
to locations such as Carlisle. At times there are seasonal variations in demand for bus usage
particularly during the summer tourist season.
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Despite limited funding for service enhancements and lower than Scottish average usage
figures, Dumfries and Galloway has witnessed a 500% growth in bus patronage across parts
of the rural network in recent times. This increase is due largely to the introduction of free
concessionary travel for the region’s 41,000 over 60s and innovative young persons concessions
scheme in Wigtownshire. A significant factor has also been the improvement and recasting of
the network along a central spine.
In particular, the Council has introduced a number of popular Demand Responsive Transport
(DRT) services to complement the key corridor routes. New, larger buses have been introduced
on three of these DRT routes, many of which cover their costs, and there has been a dynamic
and responsive approach to recasting services where they are not working. Community
transport is also supported by Dumfries and Galloway Council and the Scottish Government,
and services complement the existing bus / DRT network.
Around 70% of the Dumfries and Galloway bus network was recently re-tendered for contract
commencement on 1 April 2007. This was the first major contract exercise carried out by
SWestrans. Further promotion of the bus network through Green Travel Plans and Smart
Choices style marketing could potentially increase revenue and go some way to offsetting
these higher subsidies.
A Bus Action Plan has been developed and is included as Appendix 2.

3.5 Community Transport
Community Transport is an important piece of the transport jigsaw, particularly in such a
sparsely populated rural region such as Dumfries and Galloway. Community transport can
do much to complement conventional public transport services, bringing accessibility to the
remoter areas of the region.
At present there are strong local operating groups in Annandale and Wigtownshire, as well
as some fifteen other community or day centre organisations offering community transport
services each with a single minibus. Initiatives such as “Ring and Ride” and voluntary car
schemes providing demand responsive transport, can be effective in significantly improving
the quality of life and access for people unable to use conventional forms of transport.

3.6 Maritime Transport
Loch Ryan ferry ports are vital gateways
for Scotland with only Glasgow and
Edinburgh airports handling more
passengers from the rest of the UK.
In 1999 34% of all passengers and
24% of all freight crossings entering
Scotland used Loch Ryan. 1160 jobs in
the Stranraer area (some 2540 jobs in
Scotland as a whole), generating £21
million for the local economy, depend
on ferry operations from Loch Ryan.
In addition, 541,000 tourist trips are made from Northern Ireland to Scotland every year,
generating £114 million for the economy and supporting 3800 jobs.
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The aim of Dumfries and Galloway Council and the North Channel Partnership is that Loch
Ryan retains its competitive advantage over other UK ports (e.g. Heysham, Holyhead,
Fishguard) based on a short crossing time, frequency of service and reliability. Yet Loch
Ryan ports face growing competition from ports served by better road and rail connections
and other regional transport infrastructure. Although facilities are being improved, freight
shipped through Loch Ryan is proportionately declining. Limited investment in key trade
routes, particularly the A75 and A77, compromises any potential benefits of investing in port
improvements. The need to ensure the continued viability of the ports is clear; the loss of
1160 jobs in the Stranraer area would more than double unemployment in the local economy.
Nonetheless, the concept of developing a land bridge from Loch Ryan to Rosyth could emerge
as potentially important at the national scale if Scotland’s direct links east and west to Europe
are to be improved further.
There is potential for freight handling at locations along the coastline of the region.
The Stranraer Waterfront development presents the opportunity to implement an integrated
transportation strategy that will improve accessibility to Stranraer as a destination, and
improve public service access to amenities and services. There is an opportunity to review
existing parking and access provision for the Waterfront and Town Centre. This may release
land currently used for parking for economic development and public realm improvements.

3.7 Aviation
Dumfries and Galloway is particularly poorly served in terms of access to short haul and long
haul flights. The South West of Scotland does not have its own airport, and so is dependent on
air services from locations outside the region. Good airport access is important to the regional
economy not only for business travel to and from its key economic locations, but also for
inbound tourist trips. Journey times to international airports are perceived as lengthy, although
do not compare unfavourably with other, more densely populated areas of Great Britain such as
Cornwall, Yorkshire and Dundee. Links north east to Edinburgh Airport are poor, whilst access
to Glasgow Airport is limited by M8 congestion for trips to/from east of the city (including
Dumfries), and the poor quality of the A77 corridor for trips to areas south/west.
The main airports ‘nearby’ the region are Prestwick (Dumfries and Galloway Council is
represented on the Consultative Committee) and Carlisle (Dumfries and Galloway Council
is represented on the Airport Forum). Prestwick is not however, particularly accessible and
Carlisle currently has no commercial flights. There is a great deal of pressure locally to improve
regional links with Prestwick, which currently hosts low cost carriers such as Ryanair, bmibaby,
Aer Arann and Transavia. It is Scotland’s only rail connected airport, with some 30% of
passengers arriving by ‘air train’. A planning application has been lodged in respect of Carlisle
Airport, however no final outcome has yet been determined.
The desire to improve the accessibility of Prestwick must be balanced against a reasonable
analysis of what that airport can realistically offer the region in the long term. Much of the
development in air traffic in Scotland is expected in the Central Belt (Glasgow Airport and
Edinburgh Airport), where there is already a much better range of destinations than from
Prestwick, and where there is more likely to be stable provision and development of air
transport services in the future. Air travellers to and from the South West may be equally well
served by the improvement of strategic road and rail links to Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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Other airports important to Dumfries and Galloway and its residents include Newcastle,
Manchester and Liverpool. Travel to Manchester Airport benefits from Cross Country rail
services from Lockerbie and Carlisle. The 2008 West Coast timetable proposes six northbound
trains throughout the day between Manchester Airport and Lockerbie and seven southbound
trains.
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High levels of walking and cycling are part of a balanced, integrated and sustainable
transport strategy. In towns, walking and cycling can offer a real alternative to motorised
journeys for the short trips that make up a large part of overall transport demand. Creating
safe, comfortable walking and cycling opportunities to key transport nodes also maximises the
attractiveness of public transport for longer trips.
Walking and cycling are also important
leisure pursuits, and Dumfries and
Galloway has a significant network of local
cycle routes, local walks and forest paths.
Dumfries and Galloway Council is
progressing a Core Paths Plan, a statutory
duty under the Land Reform (Scotland)
Act 2003. The Plan is being developed
with the assistance of the Dumfries and
Galloway Outdoor Access Forum with
extensive consultation and input from local
communities. It is proposed that the Plan
will be put on formal deposit with Scottish Ministers by July 2009.
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More widely, improved walking and cycling infrastructure is required, both to encourage
modal share and to encourage tourism. Connecting the region’s communities to the National
Cycle Network, of which two routes pass through the region, is important in this respect. The
region’s partners have aspirations to add to the existing 500 miles of signed network with
a further long distance route between Newton Stewart and Stranraer/Cairnryan to link the
National Cycle Network in mainland UK to the National Cycle Network in Northern Ireland via
the Loch Ryan ferry terminals, in addition to other shorter improvement schemes. A potential
East/West Cycle Route along the corridor of the Southern Upland Way is also being developed.
SWestrans supports the development of the Core Path Network and strategic walking routes
in Dumfries and Galloway including the Southern Upland Way and coastal paths.
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4. Local and National Transport Context
This section provides summary information on how the infrastructure described above is used,
and relates this to national data. Information is drawn from Scottish Government Statistics
and the figures are for 2005/06 unless stated.
•

Car ownership is higher in the South West of Scotland (75%) compared to Scotland as a
whole (68%). There has been a slight increase over recent years and this would appear to
reflect the characteristics of the South West of Scotland as a rural area;

•

The percentage of households with access to two or more cars is also higher in the South
West of Scotland (28%) than in Scotland as a whole (24%). This figure has increased both
regionally and nationally from 18% in 1999/2000;

•

25% of residents in the South West of Scotland have no access to a car;

•

Motorists in the South West (46% drive daily) tend to use their cars more frequently
than the national average (41%), and this has remained relatively stable in recent years.
Reliance on the car for the journey to work has increased in the South West from 66% in
1999/00 to 72% in 2005/2006, which is higher than the Scottish average (67%);

•

Similarly,  fewer pupils walk to school (42%) in the South West of Scotland than in Scotland
as a whole (52%), and there is a slightly higher reliance on the car, 23% in the South West
compared to a Scottish average of 21% for this journey. There is a higher proportion
travelling to school by bus;

•

The rural nature of the region with few urban centres, easy town centre parking and
proximity to Carlisle means that in 2003/04, 78% of people in the South West use a car for
town centre shopping compared to 62% in Scotland as a whole. Car use for supermarket
shopping and visiting a General Practitioner is comparable with the national average;

•

In terms of walking/cycling, those living in the South West of Scotland (44%) are less likely
to make journeys on foot than the Scottish average (53%). In the South West journeys on
foot have increased from 43% in 1999/2000 to 44% in 2005/2006. The frequency of cycling
is also in line with the Scottish average but access to bicycles is 39% in the South West
compared to 35% in Scotland overall;

•

Notwithstanding recent improvements, by national standards there is relatively poor
access to frequent bus services in the South West of Scotland. Only 8% of people living in
the South West have access to more than three buses per hour, compared to the national
average of 47%, and 55% have at least an hourly service compared to 71% across Scotland
as a whole. Again, this appears to reflect the largely rural nature of the region;

•

There are also very low levels of bus use in the South West Area with only 12% of people
frequent users of the bus (people using bus services more than twice a week) compared to
24% nationally. 72% of residents in the South West Area never use a bus service compared
to 56% nationally;

•

Rail use is even lower, despite Dumfries, Lockerbie and Stranraer being served by rail lines
connecting to key locations outside the region including Glasgow, Edinburgh and Carlisle.
In Scotland as a whole, 6% use the train once or more per week in comparison to 1% of
people in the South West area. In addition 91% never use the train, compared to a Scottish
average of 81%;
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•

12% of people in the South West perceive public transport to be inconvenient in
comparison to 9% nationally, while 7% perceive the quality of public transport to be
good, compared to 19% in Scotland as a whole. This is an improvement in perception
from previous years, both regionally and nationally and may reflect recent improvements
including investment in public transport, such as innovative Demand Responsive Services;

•

Dumfries and Galloway has a good road safety record. Whilst the overall number of
casualties has not reduced in comparison with the 1994 – 1998 average, the overall
accident rate per 100 million vehicle km is still 30% lower than the national average.
Despite 2005 and 2006 showing an increase in the number of people killed or seriously
injured, the general trend has decreased by 20% from the 1994 – 1998 average. This
however means that Dumfries and Galloway is not currently meeting the annual rate of
reduction required to meet the 2010 Government targets. The overall casualty rate has
remained at the same level during this period.

The current transport situation in Dumfries
and Galloway is typical of a largely rural
area. Car ownership and use is higher than
the national average, whilst the modal share
for public transport, walking and cycling is
correspondingly low. Should car dependency
in the region become any more entrenched,
the viability of rural bus and train services
could be threatened and localised problems of
congestion and pollution, especially around and
within the principal towns, will worsen.
People’s health might also decline if walking
and cycling levels continue to fall. Thus
whilst car transport will remain critical to
the functioning of the regional economy, it is important to recognise that investment in
alternatives such as public transport, walking and cycling will be necessary to help minimise
the impact of the region’s transport network on the environment, and also to maintain
accessibility for those people without access to a car.
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